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I. INTRODUCTION 
The main results of this paper concern necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of almost periodic solutions of the equation 
du( t)/dr = A(t) u(t). (1) 
The methods of proof are motivated by the paper of Goldstein [ 131, where 
periodic solutions of evolution equations are studied. 
Here we assume that for each t E R, A(t) is the generator of a (C,) semi- 
group on a Banach space X such that the linear Cauchy problem 
du(t)/dt = II(t) u(t) (t >s), u(s) = uo 
is well posed and stable. This means that the evolution operators 
(U(t, s): t 2 s} exist, are uniformly bounded (we fix Ma 1 as the uniform 
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lJ(t, )=Z for all tE R. 
U(t, s) U(s, r) = U(t, r) for all t> s >, r. 
If fEDom(A(s)) and t>s, then U(t, s)fEDom(A(t)) and
(Wt) wt, s)f= A(t) U(t, 3j.L 




There are many known criteria forthese conditions to hold; see, for 
example, the articles by Kato [17-201, and [22]. 
We will make an additional assumption after the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a Banach space with norm denoted by /I ./I or 
/I.11 x. A function 
is called almost periodic if is continuous n R and if the set {f,: s E!R) 
(where f,(t) =f(t + s)) is totally bounded with respect to the topology of
uniform convergence on R. f: [0, co) -+ X is almost periodic if f has an 
almost periodic extension t  R. 
We now state he final ssumption on A(t). 
We assume that A(t) is strongly almost periodic in the 
sense that for each t> s and each xE X the function 
U(t+., s+ .)x (5) 
is almost periodic. 
In Example 1we will see that if A(t)x is almost periodic in tin the usual 
sense (and satisfies certain other conditions), thenA(t) is strongly almost 
periodic in the sense of condition (5). As another example, ifA(t) is 
periodic with period p,then U(t+p, s+p)= U(t, s) for t>s (see [13]); 
hence A(t) is strongly almost periodic. 
Let AP = AP(X) be the set of all almost periodic functions from R to X. 
Let fEAP. Let l<p<oo. For l<p<cc define I(jP by 
IT llf(t)llP dt}“‘. (6) 
Ifp= oo, then let 
(7) 
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The functions )/.)I P, 1 <p < co, are norms on AP (see Section II). We let 
KP = K,(X) be the completion of AP in the norm (1. II,,. Then we consider 
the function T(s)f: lF! + X defined for sB 0 and f~ AP by 
T(s)f(t)= U(t, t-s)f(t-s). 
We show in Section II that T(s): AP + AP, T(s) extends toa bounded 
linear operator on Kp for 1< p < cc, and { T(s): s 20} is a uniformly boun- 
ded (C,) semigroup onKP. 
In Section III we prove the main results of the paper. Wefirst notice that 
for G the generator of {T(s): s >0} and for fc Dam(G) we have 
Gf(t) = A(t)f(t) - (dfPt)(t). (8) 
We note that he space Ki =cl(Ran(G)) + Ker(G)) isa closed subspace of
KP (where cl denotes closure). Then we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. With the notation above we have that for each fE Ki the limit 
a(f)= lim r-’ s 7 T(s)f ds 7-m 0 
exists; and Eq. (1) has a nontrivial so ution i Kp if and only if a(f) # 0 for 
some f EK;. 
Related results are established for the case where X is a Hilbert space. 
Extensions f the theory to nonlinear volution equations arediscussed in 
Section IV. Two examples are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We consider almost periodic functions from R to a Banach space X as 
defined inthe Introduction. The theory of almost periodic functions with 
values ina Banach space was developed by H. Bohr, S. Bochner, J.von 
Neumann, and others; cf., e.g., [9, 101. We mention several known results 
which will be used in this paper; the proofs may be found in Ref. [1, 8, 111. 
An almost periodic function is bounded and uniformly continuous n 03. 
Let f be almost periodic with values in X. Then [[f IIP is also almost 
periodic for 1d p < co. 
If X is a Hilbert space with inner product ( ., .)X and J g are almost 
periodic functions with values in X, then (f, g)X is an almost periodic 
function. 
Let f be an almost periodic function with values inX. Then cl(Ran(f )) 
is compact. 
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LEMMA 1. Let f he an almost periodic function with values in X. Then 
the limit 
p(f)=J\mK(2r)- ’ I* f(t)dt 
-r 
exists. Moreover, for all a, h E R and f, g E AP we have 
6) .Maf+bg)=ap(f)+bp(g), 
(ii) AfJ = !4f ), 
(iii) IMf)ll GsuP{Ilf(t)ll: [ER).
Proof. See [l]. 1 
Recall that Ilf lip was defined for 1 6 p < 00 and f E AP in Eqs. (6) and 
(7) of the Introduction. 
Suppose that X is a Hilbert space and that J g, are almost periodic w th 
values inX. Then we define 
LEMMA 2. The functions (1. lip, 1G p f CC are norms on AP. Zf X is a 
Hilbert space, then ( ., .> is an inner product on AP. 
Proof. It is well known that he function /(.I( r defines a norm on AP 
and that AP is complete inthis norm. The norms /( .(lp were introduced by 
Besicovitch (see [S]). For f almost periodic andreal valued, if >, 0and 
f $ 0 (a.e.), then p(f) >0 (see [8, p. 201). For the rest of the proof that 
/I.(j,, is a norm see [S]. To show that (., s) is an inner product, note that 
//./I z satisfies th  parallelogram law and the corresponding in er product 
is (., .>. m 
Now we define the space K, = K,(X), 1 <p < 00, to be the completion of 
AP in the norm 11. lip. IfX is a Hilbert space we define K to be the Hilbert 
space completion of AP with respect to he inner product ( ., +); note that 
K= K2. 
Let A(t) and { U(t, s): t>, s} be as in the Introduction. Let f EAP and 
s>,O. Define T(s)$ [w-r X by 
C~(s)fl(r)= Wr,t-s)f(t-s). (9) 
LEMMA 3. ZffEAPands>O, then T(s)f~Ap. 
Proof. T(s)f is continuous and bounded, since f is continuous and 
4091138/2-16 
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bounded and { U(t, s): t2 s} is uniformly bounded. We show that 
{ (T(s)f),: a E Iw 1is a totally bounded set with respect to (1. (13c. To this end 
define functions U,,: X + BUC( Iw, X) by 
U,(x)(t) = U(t + a, t + a-s)(x). 
Here BUC(rW, X)is the Banach space of bounded, uniformly continuous 
functions  03’ with values inX. 
Let XEX and E >O. Suppose that I(y--x(( <e/M. Notice that 
II U,(Y) - Ua(x)ll m GM I/y -x1( GE. Hence { U,: a E IR} is equicontinuous 
on X. Now notice that for each x E X the set {U,(x): UE[w} is totally 
bounded in BUC(rW, X)since by (5), U,(x) EAP and U,(x) = (U,(x)),. By
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem (see [21, Theorem 7.181) wehave that for each 
compact set W in X each sequence { UJ of elements of{ U,: a E R ) has a 
subsequence {Vu,} which converges uniformly on W. 
Now consider the set (( T(s)f) .:~ER}. For each UER, (T(s)~)~ (t)= 
U(t +a, t+a--s)f(t+a--s)= U,(f,(t,-s))(t). Let ((T(s)f),~} be a
sequence ofelements of{(r(s)/-) ti: a~W}. Let W= cl(Ran(f)), which is 
compact. Since f is almost periodic, thesequence {fO,> has a uniformly 
convergent subsequence, (f .,}. By the above argument the sequence 
{Vu,,} has a subsequence, { UrrnL,}, which converges uniformly on W. For 
notational simplicity we replace the subscript nkj by the single subscript j. 
We claim that he sequence {(r(s)j),} converges uniformly on Iw. To see 
this, let E> 0 be given. There is an N> 0 such that if I, m > N, then 
suP{Ilf,,(t)-f,,(t)ll:t~~}<&I(M+l), 
SUP{ II U,,(x) - UcJx)II cc :xE w> < &I(M + 1). 
Now suppose that  E Iw is given. 
II(ml.&o) - (ml.& (t)ll 
= II U,,(f& - s))(t) - U,(f,,(t - s)MQll 
d ll(U,,- U J(L,(t-s))(t)ll + IIu,z(f,,(f-s) -f,,,(r-S))(t)ll 
~ll~~,,-~“*~~fU,~~-~~~lI,+~Ilf,,(~-~~-~~~f-~~Il 
<E/(&f+ l)+fki&/(hf+ I)=&. 
The last estimate isindependent of , hence ((T(s)&,} is a Cauchy 
sequence inBUC(U& X), and the lemma is proved. 1
THEOREM 1. For each p with 1 <p < co, (T(s): s 3 0} is a uniformly 
bounded (C,) semigroup onK,. 
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Proof Let s 2 0 and 1 <p d co. Consider the linear operator 




= lim (2r))’ 1’ ll~!J(t, t-~)f(t-.r)JI~dt 
r-m -1 > 
6 h4 lim (22))’ j  Ilf(t - s)llp dt
( r 
l/P 
r-02 -* i > 
= M VII,. 
If p= co, then 
II mvllo2 =SUP{ Il(mlfN~)ll: t E: RI 
This hows that for each s2 0 and each pwith 16 p < co, the function T(s) 
is bounded on AP in the p-norm with bound 44. Thus each function T(s) 
has a continuous extension t  K, which as the same bound. Hence the set 
{ T(s): s >0 > is uniformly bounded on Kp, for 16 p d co, with bound 44. 
Notice that for REAP, CER, T(O)f(t)= U(t, t)f(t)=f(t), whence 
T(0) =I. 
Let s,,s,>0,f~AP, tell%. Then 
T(s,+~~)f(t)= U(t, t-ss,-ss,)f(t-s,-.sS2) 
= U(t, t-s,) U(f-s,, t-s, -S2)f(?-s,-S2) 
= Wt, t-s,)(T(s,If)(t-s,) 
= T(s,) T(~z)f(t). 
It follows that for each p with 1dp< co we have T(s, +s,)= T(s,) T(q) 
on K,. Thus {T(s): s BO> is a uniformly bounded semigroup ofbounded 
operators n K,. 
To show strong continuity, let f~AP. First consider the case p= CD. Let 
E>O. We will show that there is a 6 >O such that for 0 6s < 6, 
IIT(slf-fll,G~. 
Since f is uniformly continuous there is a 6,> 0 such that for any 
t,, ~,ER, if It,--bl <6,, then IIf(f(tz)li <4(2M). 
Let W = cl(Ran(f)). For s> 0 define the function U,: X+ BUC(R, X) 
by U,(x)(t) = V( t, t- s) x. Since W is compact, wecan choose a finite open 
cover of W by n balls of radius s/3(M + 1) centered at the points x1, . . x, 
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in W. There is a 6, >O such that if O<s<S,, and if 1 <iin, we have 
II Ur.x, - x,lI cc<s/6. Then if 0< s < min(6,, 6 )and if tE [w, we have 
IIm)f(t)-f(t)ll= IIVt, t-S)f(t--S)--S(t)11 
G IIUt, t-s)f(t--S)- fat, t--s)f(t)ll 
+ IIUC t-S)f(t)--f(t)ll 
Since f(t)E W there is an x,, 1 <i<n, such that I/x,-f(t)/1 <.s/3(M+ 1). 
Then we have 
IIVC t-SIf(t)ll G IIVt9 -s)f(t)- vt, t-S)X,ll 
+ IIU(t, f--lx,--X,11 + II&-f(tNl 
6 (M + 1) IIX, -f(t)ll + II usx, -x,Il a 
,<(M+ 1)&/3(M+ l)+s/6=~/2. 
Hence given E>O, choose b=min(b,, 6 ); we then have that for any 
0 < s < 6 and any t E Iw, (( T(s) f(t) -f(t)11 -CE; hence I( T(s)f - fll m< E and 
thus T(s) is strongly continuous n K,. 
The case of 14 p < cc is handled as follows. ForE > 0 choose 6> 0 so 
that if 0< s < 6 and if tE R, then 1) T(s) f( t) -f( t)ll < E. Now compute 
III. MAIN RESULTS 
Let G (= GP) be the infinitesimal generator f the semigroup 
{T(s):s?O} onK,, 1 < p < co (or on K if X is a Hilbert space). A simple 
computation shows that for fE Dam(G) we have 
W-(t) = 4t)f(t) - (@P)(t), 
and f E Dam(G) if and only if f(t) E Dom(A(t)) for almost all t, is 
absolutely continuous and differentiable a.e., and A( .) f( .) -f’( .) EK,. 
Define the subspace Ki= K;(X) of Kp to be 
Kt = cl(Ran(G)) + Ker(G). 
This is a direct sum of closed subspaces intersecting in (01, and Ki is a 
closed subspace ofK,. We need Kz in order to apply the mean ergodic 
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theorem inthe proof of Theorem 2below. However, since KF = KP holds if 
Kp is reflexive [16], it is of interest to record a simple criterion f rthe 
reflexivity of Kp.
F~~~OSITION 1. K,(X) is reflexive f X is rejlexive and1 < p < CO. If X 
is a closed subspace of L’(Q, C, p), where 1 < r, p < co, then K,(X) is 
uniformly convex. 
Proof: Since the proposition is a cillary to our main theorem we shall 
merely sketch t e proof. 
Let l<p<oo and let fEKJX). Let q-‘+p-‘=l and let gEK,(X*). 
Then g acts as a linear functional on f by the pairing 
Cf, 81 = J5 Or)-’ 1’ <f(t), g(t)> dt, 
-1 
where ((f(t), g(t))) denotes the X- X* pairing. Theconstruction canoni- 
cally embeds K&X*) into K,(X)*. The embedding issurjective whenever 
1 <p < cc and X is reflexive; n this case K,(X) is reflexive. Moreover, 
K,(X) and K,(X) are never eflexive, and K,(X) is not reflexive when X is 
not reflexive. 
Now let X be a closed subspace ofL’(Q, C, p) where, for definiteness, we 
take 2d r < p < co. Then using the appropriate Clarkson i equality (see, 
for example, [ 14, p. 29]), and letting [/.I\ rbe the L’(Q, Z, p) norm, we have 
for A g E K,(X), 
Ilf +gll;+ Ilf -Sl;=J~&GW’ j-’ (Ilf(t)+g(t)llf+ IIf(dt)ll!‘)dt --T 
d lim VT)-’ j-’ (Ilf(t)+s(t)ll:+ IIf(dtNl:)““dt 
r-5 -* 
< lim (2x-l j’ {2’-1Cll.fWll:+ Ilg(tN:l}P”d~ 
1-m -7 
~2P-p’~ lim (2~)-’ jr 2P”-‘((lf(t)l(;+ I g(t)l/;)dt 
r+m -r 
=2P-‘(llfll;+ Ilgllp,). 
We conclude that if X is a closed subspace ofL’(Q, C, p) with 1 < r < o(i 
and if 1 < p < CO, then the norm in K,(X) satisfies a suitable variant of
Clarkson’s inequality andso K,(X) is uniformly convex (and hence 
reflexive). 1 
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THEOREM 2. With the notation as above we have that for each 1< p < co 
and each fE Kz, the limit 
exists; andEq. (1) has a nontrivial solution n K, if and only if a(f) # 0 for 
some f EKE. 
Prooj This is the theorem stated inthe Introduction. The mean ergodic 
theorem shows that a(f) exists and is the projection of f onto Ker(G) 
along cl(Ran(G)) (see [16]). Suppose that here is an f EKE such that 
a(f) #0. Then the mean ergodic theorem shows that a(f) EKer(G). Hence 
A(t) u(f)(t) - (d/dt) et(f) = 0, which means that u(f) is a nontrivial 
solution of (1). Now suppose that zE Kp is a nonzero solution of (1). We 
have that A(t) z(t)- (d/dt) z(t) =0 (a.e.). It follows that ZE Kz and 
a(z)=z#O. 1 
If A’ is a Hilbert space we have the following result; theproof is omitted 
since it is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. With the notations as above we have that for each f, g E K 
the limit 
~(f, g)= Jim= (VT) J: (Uslf g> ds (11) 
exists, andEq. (1) has a nontrivial solution n K if and only if y(f, g) # 0 for 
somef, gEK. 
If we assume that X is a Hilbert space and that M= 1, then T(s) is a 
contraction semigroup onthe Hilbert space K, and we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4. With the above assumptions and for f, gE K the limit 
(12) 
exists, andEq. (1) has a nontrivial solution n K if and only if/I(f, g) > 0 for 
somef, geK. 
Proof: Let A be the set of purely imaginary eigenvalues of G,and for 
1~ ,4 let P, be the orthogonal projection onto the null space of G-AZ. 
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Then Wiener’s theorem implies that 
for every f, ge K (see [6, 71). Hence, for every h ge K, fl(J g) exists. 
Now suppose that Eq. (1) has a nontrivial so ution z EK. Then 
z~Ker(G) and hence ~!?(z,z)= (z,~)~>O. 
Finally, assume that here are f, g E K such that p(f, g) > 0. Then f # 0 
and CIS,, I(Plf,g)12=p(frg)>0. Hence, for some LE,~, P,f#O. Let 
P,f= u. Then (G - AZ)u =0. But A is purely imaginary, sayA= if9, 0 ER. 
Then A(.)zl--o’=iOu. Let u(t)=e’%(t). It iswell known that if EAP, 
then e”’ ‘fe AP. It follows easily that if e K, then e”’ Ife K. Hence uE K 
and A(t)u(t)-u’(t)=e’“‘(A(t)u(t)-u’(r)--i&(r)}=O. Thus u s a non- 
trivial so ution of (1) in K. m 
IV. EXTENSIONS TO NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
We begin by considering the “semilinear” quation 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t) +.f(t. u(t)), (13) 
where for each t E R, the linear operator A(t) satisfies th  conditions 
mentioned inthe Introduction, and f: R x X + X is nonlinear. As before 
let Kp = K,(X) and let G= A(.) -d/dt be the generator of the uniformly 
bounded (C,) semigroup onK, given by 
C~(~lfl(~)= ut, t--s)f(t-3) 
CF(u)l(t)=f(t* u(t)).
Assume that f(t, x) is jointly continuous andis Lipschitz continuous in 
x with Lipschitz constant independent of t and X, and suppose that f(t, X) 
is almost periodic in tfor fixed x.Then F maps AP into AP, continuously. 
It then follows that Eq. (13) has an almost periodic solution in K, iff 
G+ F has a zero in K, iff (Z-G))’ (F+AZ) has a fixed point in K, for 
some (equivalently, for every) I >0. 
Next, let X be a Hilbert space, let p= 2, and suppose the bound M is 
one. Assume that f(t, .) +EZ is dissipative on X for some E > 0 and all tE R. 
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Then for all U, u E AZ’, 
(F(‘(u) - F(u), 24-u> 
< lim (2~))’ 1“ {--E Ill-u(t)112} dt=--E Ilu-41:. r-30 -T 
It follows from known results in perturbation heory (see, for example, [15, 
Chap. 1] ) that G+ F + EZ is m;dissipative. Consequently Ran( G+ F) = K2, 
whence 0E Ran( G+ F). 
The next problem we consider is that of a “fully nonlinear” evolution 
equation. Of concern isthe quation 
u’(t) E A(t) 4th (14) 
where for each ZE [w, A(t) -oZ is an m-dissipative (possibly multivalued) 
operator on A’, D = cl(Dom(A(t))) is independent of t, and A(t) is a “nice” 
function of tin a suitable sense. Then according to results dueto Crandall 
and Pazy [ 123, (14) has a unique “mild” solution when an initial v ue is 
imposed, and the solution is given by u(t) = U(t, S) U(S) for t> s; and 
II U(t, s)x - U(t, s)ylI < ewc’-s) (lx-yll 
holds for all x, y E X and t 2 s. 
If o ~0, then the contraction mapping theorem can be used to find a
solution of (14) on [O, P] satisfying u(0)=u(P). Thus if A(t) is P-periodic, 
then (14) has a P-periodic solution. 
If w = 0, the technique of using the mean ergodic theorem to deduce the 
existence of periodic and almost periodic solutions canbe adapted tothis 
nonlinear c se. 
If X is a closed subspace ofL’(Q, C, ,u) and we consider Y= K,,(X) or
Y = u E Lf,,( R;X): u( t+ P) = u(t) for all tE IL!, 
1141 y= l,p Ib(t) d+‘“]v 
where 1<r, p c co, then the formula 
defines a trongly continuous nonexpansive semigroup {T(S): s >0} on D. 
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To this semigroup we can apply the mean ergodic theorem of Baillon etal. 
[ 2-5); consequently 
converges weakly as ‘t + co to a vector inthe zero set of G, where 
Dam(G) = {u E Y: u(t) E Dom(A( t)) a.e., 
u is locally absolutely continuous, 
and there is a u(t)~A(t)u(t) a.e.such that U-U’E Y}, 
and for uE Dam(G) and u as above, 
Gu=o-U’E Y. 
We resist the temptation t  give more details. 
V. EXAMPLES 
Consider the quation 
du(t)/dt = A(t) u(t), (15) 
where for each tE R, A(t) is the generator of a(Co) contraction semigroup 
on a Banach space X such that he linear Cauchy problem du(t)/dt = 
A(t) u(t), t >S, u(s) = u0 is well posed (and hence stable). Assume, in 
addition, that A(t) satisfies th  following explicit onditions: 
(i) D(A(t)) = D, independently of t E R. 
(ii) There xists E >0 such that A(t) +EZ is dissipative for every 
1ER. 
(iii) There is a continuous f nction of bounded variation f: R -+ X 
and a monotone increasing function I:[IO, cg) + [0, m) such that 
IMtb - A(s)xll G Iv-(t) -fb)II 4llxll I(1+ llA(tbll). 
(iv) The function ,4(.)x: Iw -+ X is almost periodic for each XE X. 
As an simple concrete example of an operator A(t) which satisfies th  
conditions above we can take X= L2(!2), where S2 is a smooth bounded 
domain in R”, and 
A(t)u=b(t) Au for uED(A(t)) = H2(Q) n H$Q) 
(so that A is the Dirichlet Laplacian on L’(Q)), where b: [0, co) -+ [m, co) 
for some constant m >0, and b is almost periodic. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assuming the conditions above, for each fE Kz the limit 
exists; and(15) has a nontrivial solution n Kp if and only if a(f) #0 for 
some fEK;. 
Proof By Theorem 2it suffices to show that A(t) satisfies (5).Condi- 
tion (iv) implies that given a0 >O there xists L(E,,) > 0 such that every 
interval of length L(Q) contains a number 7 such that (IA(t + 7)x- 
A(t)x(( < c0 for every tE R and XEX. Fix .sO, L(E& and 7 in the definition 
of the almost periodicity of A(t)x above. For x E X consider the problems 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t), t>,s, u(s)=x (16) 
and 
v’(t) = A(t + 7) v(t), t > s, v(s) = x. (17) 
The solutions f problems (16) and (17) are given by u(t) = lJ(t, s)x and 
v(t) = U( t + 7, s + r)x, respectively. The equation i (17) can be written i
the equivalent form v’(t)=A(t)v(t)+A(t+z)v(t)-A(t)v(t), and we can 
use the arguments of[12, Sects. 4 and 51 to show 
~)U(t,s)x-u(t+7,s+7)xll 
= lb(t) - 4t)ll 
< s ’e-&(‘-‘) ]IA(r + 7) v(r) - A(r) v(r)// dr (see (ii)) s 
d Eo e -‘(‘- ” dr < EJE. (18) 
We are trying toestablish thealmost periodicity of he function fX(q) = 
U(t +q, s + q)x with respect to q. However, ifwe replace A(t) in (16) with 
A(t+q), and A(t+s) in (17) with A(t+q+7), then the argument of(18) 
yields 
)IU(t+q,S+q)X-U(t+q+T,S+q+t)Xll<Eo/E. 
Since this implies Ilf,(q+ r)- f,(q)// < E~/E, we have shown that (5) is 
satisfied, since Ed > 0 is arbitrary. 1 
For the next example, let H be a Hilbert space. Let Y = Y, = Li( R, H), 
the Hilbert space of all locally square integrable, P-periodic strongly 
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measurable H-valued functions on 5% The norm on Y is given by 
I(u(I y= [SC Ilu(t &I”‘2 for UE Y. For UE Y, 
We see that K, 1 Y,, and, in fact, KzI IJ { Y,: P > O}. This fact allows one 
to use the results of this paper to study in K, diagonal systems ofordinary 
differential equ tions which ave the form U’ = A(t) U, where solutions 
include p riodic solutions f (possibly) infinitely man periods which are 
linearly independent over the rationals. 
As a simple example, consider the uncoupled system of scalar o dinary 
differential equ tions 
u; + 7A4, =0, (19) 
u’;+u,=o. (20) 
We note that U, = e *In’ and u2 = ef ” are (periodic) solutions f (19) and 
(20) respectively; however, the function U, + u2 = e +‘TI’ + e”’ is almost 
periodic, but not periodic of any period. Thus (u, u2) is an almost periodic 
but not periodic solution of the system (19), (20). 
In the general case one may consider spaces Y, and diagonal operators 
A,(t) onY,. We assume that for each jthere exists a nontrivial P,-periodic 
solution u, of u( =A,(t) u,, with P,/P, irrational whenever i# j. Then we 
take X= Y,, 0 Y,,@ ..., with 
Il(u,, 2  ... Ill =(c lI&q2 
for uE X, and let 
A(t)=A,(t)@A,(t)O . . . . 
The solution u=u,@u2@ ... of the equation U’ = A(t) V is almost 
periodic butnot periodic of any period. 
We note that, a priori, solutions f the above system are defined on
[0, co), and by an almost periodic solution we mean one with an almost 
periodic extension t  all of R. Our theorems give almost periodic solutions 
already efined onR. 
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